Bak USA Receives Certification on the Verizon 4G LTE Network
February 01, 2018

BUFFALO, N.Y.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Bak USA, a social enterprise that builds mobile computers in Buffalo,
New York, announced today that its rugged Seal tablet is certified for use on the Verizon 4G LTE
network. Already an official partner of Microsoft and Intel, the announcement marks the beginning of
another important alliance that enables Bak USA to enhance its product capabilities, expand access to its
devices, and ultimately serve its customers better.
“Such relationships have allowed Bak USA to leapfrog the company’s product design and distribution
capabilities from startup level to tech industry contender in just three short years.”
“Verizon certification and the ability to offer 4G LTE on our rugged Seal tablet represents a strategic
milestone for Bak USA and significantly improves our presence in the mobile computer market,” said J.P.
Bak, chairman & CEO. “Such relationships have allowed Bak USA to leapfrog the company’s product
design and distribution capabilities from startup level to tech industry contender in just three short
years.”
The rugged Seal tablet is a powerful tool for today’s worker. Waterproof, dustproof, and temperatureresistant, the Seal is built to withstand the harshest work environments. It’s equipped with a Quad-Core
Intel® processor, 8GB RAM, up to 256GB storage, and the business-friendly Windows 10 OS.
Now, with Verizon 4G LTE connectivity, the Seal improves workflow in field service industries, such as
fleet management, vehicle maintenance, environmental science, manufacturing, emergency services,
and more. It’s a truly mobile device that enhances productivity in the field, on the road, and back at the
office.
“All mobile devices, including the equipment, parts, and components, must meet rigorous testing and
compliance requirements before they can be certified for use on the Verizon Wireless network,” said
Christian Bak, co-founder and vice president of product, Bak USA. “This certification validates our rugged
Seal tablet and enables Bak USA to serve a broader market of customers needing LTE connectivity.”
Availability
The Seal with Verizon 4G LTE starts at $899 MSRP and is available for sale throughout the United States.
For more details, contact a Bak USA sales representative at 716.248.0200.
About Bak USA

Bak USA (@bakusabuffalo) is a social enterprise that builds mobile computers in downtown Buffalo,
New York. Committed to building computers, empowering people, and changing lives, Bak USA is
reinventing what it means to make it in America. Powered by Microsoft. Intel Inside ®. Bak USA: Born in
Buffalo. Built for the world.® Learn more at bakusa.com.
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